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IRPC Public Company Limited
IRPC & Trafficpro FM 91 debuted the “GIVE NEVER STOP with life-saving apparatus” Project, acting
as an intermediary to help those in need and the disadvantaged.
Mr. Sukrit Surabotsopon, the President of IRPC Public Company Limited (IRPC) said, “IRPC is always aware of the
importance of social and environmental responsibility. We have made social contributions in many occasions. For now,
IRPC together with Trafficpro FM 91 debut the “GIVE NEVER STOP with life-saving apparatus” Project, acting as an
intermediary to help and support the disadvantaged. We have known that there are a lot of people who need but
cannot afford medical and life-saving apparatus such as oxygen tanks, wheelchairs, patient’s beds and nasal sprayer.
These apparatus can help those in need and the disadvantaged live their life happily like normal people.”
In this occasion, IRPC volunteers also launched “One coin, One chance” Project as another option for fund raising.
They encouraged other employees and other people to donate even just one coin. Their one coin opened
opportunities for those in need in term of medical care, common needs of the elderly, nutritious food for children. This
was an infinite passage of kindness, happiness and goodness in the society.
“IRPC is well aware of the social and environmental responsibility, so we try to research and develop the diverse
products to make a better life for all and reduce the social inequality. Our contribution includes the Prostheses Project
in which we have supplied the polymer to produce the prostheses to Prostheses Foundation of H.R.H the Princess
Mother. Our latest project is the collaboration with Sirindhorn National Medical Rehabilitation Institute (SNMRI), and
Sripatum University in which we have supplied UHMWPE (Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene) to replace
alluminium and steel parts of rehabilitation exoskeleton robot suits. As a result, the innovative parts reduce the weight
of the suit by 10 kilograms from 25 to 15. This production can develop to industrial commercial scale, creating more
opportunities for the disabled people.”
Jaitana Sriwangpol, Ph.D., Deputy Chief Executive Officer of Trafficpro FM 91 said, “For the past 24 years, Trafficpro
FM 91 has been an intermediary to help and support hundreds of thousands of those in need and the disadvantaged.
We both broadcast news and provide information on the phone. Every day, kind persons who want to donate call us at
1644. Trafficpro FM 91 and IRPC volunteer to be an intermediary between givers and receivers because we want to
see the society of giving and sharing. Good force can be boundless in the society with the “GIVE NEVER STOP with
life-saving apparatus” Project. Life-saving apparatus can be donated around the clock at the telephone number 1644,
Twitter @FM91TRAFFICPRO and Facebook fan page FM91TRAFFICPRO. Help and kindness is always ready to be
passed to those in need.”
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For more information, please contact: Suphara Sanguanchokchai Tel. 02-765-7911 E-Mail: suphara.s@irpc.co.th
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